"Discover The Amazing Secret That Makes Your
Wedding Very Impressive, Unforgettably Fun &
Truly Stress Free!!!"
Dear Bride or Groom To Be,
Congratulations, you're getting married! This is a real cause for celebration, however planning
this truly special day, as you know, is a big, often highly stressful job. Not only do you have to
plan for obvious things like a caterer or banquet facility and all the details, but you also have to
worry about hosting the event so all your guests are entertained, impressed and hopefully have
fun...
Putting together a memorable wedding that runs smoothly is tough work! When realizing
that this is one of the most important days in your lives it can be overwhelming, don't you
agree? Is it possible to entertain all your guests, save money, guarantee everyone a fun time and
not be a nervous wreck the day of the event? Yes it is. Read this information carefully to find out
how!...
"WHAT PEOPLE SAID AFTER THE WEDDING DAY!"
(Sources include USA Today, National Bridal Service, Brides magazine)
- 72% of all brides say they would have spent more time choosing their reception entertainment.
- Almost 100% said they would have spent more of their budget on the entertainment.
-78% of brides say they would have made entertainment their highest priority.
-81% of guests say the thing they remember the most about a reception is the entertainment.
-65% of all couples that chose a band to entertain at their wedding said, if they had to do it over
again, they would choose a DJ.
Allow me to ensure that you don't say these things after your affair! My name is Robert ("Magic
Bob") McEntee, and I am a Long Island, New York (NY) based (but do travel to other areas)
magician and mind reader, specializing in making Wedding Receptions so dynamic and fun that
people talk about them for months to come. In fact most of my work comes from people who
want their affair to be as impressive in the eyes of their friends as the one where they saw me at.
"Your performance at our adult party was excellent! You really can read
minds! Everyone really liked your performance; they thought it was fun
and different. You should get some referrals."
- Marie DePalo, Huntington, NY
Wedding guests love to experience this sort of magic & mind reading close up and personal.
Whether I roam through the crowd, or set up in a convenient location for everyone, they'll
witness state of the art magic presentations inches away from them at all times. This
entertainment is the ideal ice-breaker for cocktail hours, and brings both families together
right away! Just think of the importance of getting your guests talking and laughing, especially
if you’re slightly delayed in arriving to your affair after photos, etc.
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You'll be delighted to hear the gasps of amazement and laughter as your friends & relatives
are entertained with their own personal shows. The audience's reaction to this mesmerizing
magic is what makes for outstanding pictures/video, creating wonderful lifetime memories of
your special day!
"AREN'T TRICKS JUST FOR KIDS?"
The way some magicians perform them, yes. I'm well aware that there are other "Entertainers"
you could book... (You really need to see the looks of joy and wonder on the faces of your guests
to fully realize the positive impact this performance has on your celebration!) However, this is
one of the only such performances in this area that's really suitable for adult audiences.
"Very well done and received very good rapport with the audience. We
liked all of it - especially the fire eating. Everyone's still talking about
how much they liked the show - Thanks!" - Diane Negvesky, General
Refinancial Products, Holiday Party, Rockefeller Center, NY
This entertainment can’t even be compared to a magic show! Your audience will remember
their amazement long after other details of the affair, such as the food or music, etc., are
forgotten. People go crazy over this intimate magic & mind reading, and many enjoy watching it
for hours at a time, thus easing your stress. I bring more material with me than I'll even need and
choose the best effects for each group. This way you can relax and enjoy your guests, knowing
that your friends and relatives are all entertained, thus making your special day much more
pleasant & stress free!...
The reason people love this entertainment is because they're involved with it, and much of the
magic happens right in your guests' hands and involves objects I've borrowed from them.
Now, you may be thinking, "Our affair will be great as it is. Why do we need to add your
performance?" Well, because the mesmerizing environment I provide is what makes an ordinary
affair extraordinary! And you don't have to worry about if your affair is too big or too small...
I've performed hundreds of functions whether a luncheon at a restaurant, or a large banquet
facility affair. Most commonly for weddings, I perform a walk around style, allowing me to
cover large or small areas or groups. The entertainment perfectly complements other more
important aspects of your affair! You can even have an optional routine where you & your new
spouse actually "read" each other's mind! In short, my performance is specifically customized to
fit your needs...
So, if you're having a smaller affair and want to really bring everything together, you can also
have me perform a brief, thoroughly enjoyable, "stand-up" Magic & Mind Reading Show,
customized for your celebration, or just a thrilling magical routine performed to music complete
with dazzling lights, special effects and fire magic & fire eating! Your audience will smile and
be amazed as they witness this extremely colorful, lively extravaganza featuring incredible
magic, illusions & special effects, mind reading, tremendous comedy, and great audience
participation.
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We can also get the affair off to a spectacular start with a unique production or appearance
illusion of your spouse-to-be, for example. That's right, he or she can literally appear in a puff of
smoke, after perhaps pretending that we can't find them! You may also wish to choose from other
illusions, such as sawing somebody in half with a power buzz saw (perhaps you'd like to have
two of your new father-in-law around?!), floating someone in the air, vanishing someone's head
and placing a flaming torch through their ears, or a spectacular production of an adorable lop
eared bunny rabbit!
THE SECRET THAT SAVES YOU MONEY!
This secret alone will help you make the most of your entertainment budget! The secret is that
unlike most forms of entertainment, this interactive magical experience I offer is the one thing
that appeals to people of all ages and backgrounds, thus making the day a truly unforgettable
one! Your adult guests will truly appreciate becoming part of the affair through the personalized
entertainment I provide, thus leaving them with a highly favorable impression of your affair.
The other secret is that most magicians perform just card magic, and if you're lucky, a few
coin tricks. I offer a unique combination of breathtaking magic including floating objects, mindreading, comedy, audience participation, dramatic fire eating, and optional fun fortune-telling &
handwriting analysis, magical games/prizes, and/or adorable balloon sculpturing. The magic is
highly visual and much of it can be seen even as people are dancing! Everyone will appreciate it
even if the music is loud.
Since I offer a much wider variety than the standard "magician", you save money by
eliminating the need for a number of different performers! Plus there are no agency
commissions, since you're dealing directly with the performer, rather than an entertainment
company, where you typically don't know who will be doing your affair!
"HOW DO WE KNOW YOU'RE QUALIFIED TO MAKE OUR WEDDING SO
SPECIAL?"
As a two term President of the International Brotherhood of Magicians here on Long Island
(Ring 317), a graduate of Mystery School (the world's leading theatrical school for magicians),
and performer at countless top corporate, public and private affairs similar to yours, I am well
aware that you have many entertainment options. However none other comes with the following
incredible guaranteed combination...
I literally guarantee that you & your guests will be delighted with my performance. My
passion for the art of magic means that you get the best possible entertainment at the
lowest price of anything comparable! Plus if you are booking a full affair, I even offer a
FREE DEMONSTRATION!
Magic Beyond Imagination! has received rave reviews at countless receptions at most local
First Class Restaurants/Catering Halls & Temples, Corporate Events, Yacht Clubs, over 60 Long
Island Libraries, many more Schools, Cultural Centers, Fire Departments, Fairs & Festivals and
constant private parties for every type of audience imaginable, in over 15 years...
Additionally, I have headlined fundraisers and events for charities such as the Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society, Developmental Disabilities Institute, Cerebral Palsy Foundation, American
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Cancer Society, Huntington Hospital, etc. The performances generated tremendous
enthusiasm for all of the above, and will do the same for Your Wedding Reception!
I'll provide some sample actual comments so that you can see what people just like yourself
have said about my shows. In fact, I'm so sure you will love my performance, I guarantee it! If
you are not completely satisfied, you don't pay - it's that simple! How many other performers
make such an offer? With many you're lucky if they even have insurance for your peace of
mind!
O.K. BOB, EVERYTHING SOUNDS GREAT, WHAT DO WE DO NOW?
Most people imagine that entertainment of this caliber, customized for them, costs over a
thousand dollars, as it's really worth more than that. The good news is, currently it does not.
Because each affair is a little different, please pick up the phone and call me right now for a
customized price quote at 631-757-4206 or 516-672-3957, or you can also email me at
Robert@MagicBeyondImagination.com. It will be reasonable because I'm confident that you
will want to refer me to all your friends afterwards! But you need to call right away while you
are thinking of it, because available dates and times are extremely limited.
I would be happy to answer any questions you might have, such as the difference between
booking just the cocktail hour or a full affair. We can also arrange for your free demonstration, if
you decide to book a full five hour affair. I look forward to the opportunity of customizing an
entertainment package within your budget, which will make your affair impressive,
unforgettably unique, and really fun for all!
As you can see, you really have nothing to lose by giving this a try. What I offer will make
your affair the talk of the town! However, I'm fortunate enough to have my calendar fill up
months in advance, therefore please pick up the phone and call me right now before the date &
time you need is booked. Thank you and I look forward to your call.
Sincerely eager to amaze & astound you,
Robert McEntee

P.S. Call now for a FREE, No-obligation report, "Insider Secrets To Planning the Perfect
Wedding And How To Avoid Common Mistakes!" This will help you plan your affair whether
you decide to book me or not!
P.S.S. On this website you'll find actual comments about how my magic makes affairs
unforgettable, and I can provide additional contact information as well. I can get the same results
for you, too! A few months after the affair, your guests won't remember what they had to eat,
etc., but they WILL remember the amazing magic they were a part of. However, you need to call
TODAY before your date is booked! I literally guarantee that you'll be glad that you did!
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"Just wanted to thank you for making our party extra special. I have heard
nothing but rave reviews about you and your tricks from everyone. I am
only sorry I did not get to see more!!! Again, thank you for a performance
beyond any of our expectations!!! Wishing you a happy and healthy
2006!" - Sally B. Marzouk, President- ZJM Communications, Inc.
Financial Marketing Services
"Excellent performance. Loved the mental games! Everyone is raving!
Hope we can do it again next year. Your wife's psychic entertainment was
wonderful too!" - Susan Abraham, New Year’s Eve Gala, Great Neck, NY
"It was great, and compared extremely well to other shows we've had.
Loved the fire eating & the bunny. THANKS!
- Leslie Brown, Esplanade Hotel, NYC, New York
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